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1 Claim. 

This invention relates to garment supports. 
The primary purpose of the present invention is 
to form a garment support for each different unit 
of a man’s suit which will admit of the removal 
of either unit without disturbing the others, that 
is to say the coat, vest or trousers may be re 
moved from the support without disturbing the 
other garments. 
Another feature of the present invention is 

to arrange the di?‘erent parts of the support so 
that the coat of the suit shall form a cover for 
the vest and trousers thereby permitting storing 
of the three units of the suit in the minimum 
of space. 
Further objects of the invention are to provide 

a garment support of the character referred to 
-that lends itself to a formation of wire, that pro 
vides rollers so that the trousers may be inserted 
and removed from the support with the minimum 
of effort, that is strong, compact and durable, and 
that is comparatively inexpensive to manufac 
ture. 

the invention consists of a novel combination, ar 
rangement and construction of parts as will be 
hereafter more speci?cally described and illus 
trated in the accompanying drawing, but it is 
to be understood that changes, variations and 
modi?cations may be resorted to without depart 
ing from the spirit of the claim hereunto ap 
pended. 
In the drawing wherein like reference charac 

ters denote corresponding parts throughout the 
several views: 
Figure l is a side elevation of the support in the 

assembled relation and showing the parts in gar 
ment supporting position. 
Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure 1 showing 

the trouser supporting frame folded in prepara 
tion for shipping or storage in a suitcase. 

Figure 3 is a vertical section taken substantially 
on line 3—3 and looking in the direction of the 
arrows. 

Referring to the drawings in detail, A indicates 
' generally the open coat supporting frame pref 

erably formed of stout wire. The letter B indi 
cates the demountable open vest supporting 
frame, and 0 indicates the trouser supporting 
frame swingable on the coat supporting frame as 
will hereafter appear. 
The coat supporting frame includes a horizon 

tal bottom member 5 and a horizontal top mem 
ber 6 which latter is parallel with the bottom 
member. Side members of the coat supporting 
frame 1, 8 extend inwardly and upwardly join 

With the foregoing and other objects in view 
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ting the ends of bottom member with the ends 
of the top member 6. Top member 6 is substan 
tially less in length than the bottom member 5. 
The bottom, top and side members of the coat 
supporting frame all he in the same plane. Side 
members 7, 8 support the shoulders of the coat. 
The shank 9 of the hook in is secured at its 

lower end to the center of top member 6 and this 
hook is used to support the garment support. 
The letter D indicates a rest or yoke. This rest 

is formed of two longitudinally spaced hook 
shaped arms H, I2, the shanks of which arms 
join with top member 6 of the coat supporting 
frame A at their upper ends as at I 3, M. The 
ends of the hook arms join with a straight hori 
zontal bar l5 to present a unitary support for, 
the Vest frame B. It is pointed out that the hook 
portions of arms i l, l2 are directed outwardly 
so that the bow in the arms supports the vest 
frame laterally of the coat frame. 
The vest supporting frame B includes a bot 

tom and top rail it, I l disposed horizontally and 
parallel with each other. The ends of bottom 
rail I 6 are joined with the ends of the top rail I‘! 
by the side rails i 8, [9 which extend inwardly and 
upwardly from bottom rail I6. The top rail I‘! 
of the vest supporting frame B is supported at 
two spaced points by the bow in the arms ll, I2 
so that the vest supporting frame B will not swing 
endwise although it may rock on the top rail I‘! 
as an axis. In the vest supporting position, the 
frame B lies in a plane laterally of the coat 
supporting frame A. It will be seen that the vest 
supporting frame B may be removed from the 
coat supporting frame without iiemoving the 
coat from its supporting frame. . 
The trouser supporting frame is indicated gen 

erally at C and consists of a U-shaped wire frame 
made with a horizontal crown or bight portion 
20 from the opposite ends of which rise the legs 
2|, 22. On the free ends of legs 2|, 22 there 
are formed eyes 23, 24 respectively, and these 
eyes embrace the free end portions of the bottom 
member 5 of the coat supporting frame. On the 
intervening portion of the bottom member 5 is 
rotatably supported a continuous metal or wood 
en roller 25 which coacts with a roller 26 mount 
ed on the crown 20 of the trouser supporting 
frame C. In between the confronting faces of 
the rollers 25, 26 there is a space 21 to accom 
modate the reception of a pair of trousers when 
the trouser supporting frame is in the pendant 
relation as shown in Figure l of the drawing. By 
having the pair of rollers 25, 26 coacting with each 
other, the trousers may be inserted or removed 
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2 
_from the space 21 with the of effort. 
When it is desired to store the garment support 
in a suitcase, or ship them in large quantities 
from the factory, the trouser supporting frame‘ 
0 may be moved upwardly to the‘ position shown 
in Figure 2 thereby occupying the minimum of 
space. _ _ A _ v _ 

Having thus described the invention, what is‘ 
claimed as new is: v _ 

A garment support. comprising an open coat 
frame including top, bottom and side members, 
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a hook carried by the top member, a roIier rotat 
ably mounted on an intermediate portion of the 
bottom member and leaving exposed ends there 
on, a pendant trouser frame carrying a rotatable 
roller which frame is pivoted to said exposed ends 
so as to swing‘v to folded position for shipping and 
carrying, and. said roller on the trouser frame 
spaced from and coacting with the roller on the 
coat frame in the pendant relation to support 
trousers between the rollers. . v 
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